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Edward Johnston 
 

Edward Johnston was born in Uruguay on 11th February 1872.  
His Father Buxton Johnston had bought a ranch and emigrated 1866 after 

relations with his family became strained. It was here that Buxton met 
and married Alice Douglas and had three children, Miles, Edward and 

Ada.  But by 1875 family had returned to England. 
 

 However thing were far from settled Edward and his sibling had an 
irregular upbringing, the family were frequently moving house, and his 

father was absent for weeks at a time. This coupled with an ailing 
mother, and a neurotic aunt resulted in Edward and his sibling having 
no friends and very little contact with the outside world. The children 

did not attend school, instead Edward was self - taught much of his 
learning. 

  
In 1891 Johnston's mother died. An uncle took charge of the children and 

Edward worked for him for some years. In 1896 he began to study 
medicine at Edinburgh University, but his family soon decided that he 

was not strong enough for such a career. 
 

From then on he devoted himself to the study of calligraphy. He taught 
Lettering in London at the Central School of Arts and Crafts and at the 

Royal College of Art. 
 

In his early career his script was based on the ‘Winchester’ School of 
illumination of the tenth and eleventh centuries. In later life he adopted 

a more angular, current style, akin with the late gothic scripts.      
 

Perhaps Johnston’s most famous commission came in 1916 when 
Johnston developed the Johnston sans script a specific alphabet for 

exclusive use by the London underground.  
 

The font is still in wide use today and can still be seen on signs and tube 
maps throughout the London underground Network.    

 
In 1924 he completed the Keighley Roll of Honour. Done in the 

compressed hand it stands as Johnston’s larges and most important 
Manuscript Book.  

 
He was awarded a CBE in 1939 for his contribution to arts and crafts. 

 
Johnston died 26th November 1944. He is buried with his wife in 

Ditchling churchyard. 



Keighley  
Roll of Honour 

 
 
 

The Roll of Honour was commissioned in 1924 by Keighley’s War 
Committee who was also responsible for the erection of the War 

Memorial; situated in Town Hall Square. The committee decided that a 
record of names should be compiled of those who had fought and fallen 

and would be placed in the Public library for all to see, as a lasting 
tribute to their sacrifice.  

 
The committee took the advice of Mr Sunderland the head of the School 
of Art as to the design, it was decided that it would take the form of an 

illuminated book bound in leather. 
 

Mr Edward Johnston was commissioned to Letter and illuminate the 
Book and Mr Douglas Cockerell was contracted to do the Binding. 

 
 

There are nearly 900 names on the list. The names are written in black 
ink with army ranks and regiments in red, naval ranks in blue and 

decorations in gold.  
 
 

There have been some further additions to the Roll since 1998 the name 
of Henry McDonald was added in a ceremony in Town hall square. 

 Pte McDonald was ‘shot at dawn’ in 1916. 
In 2006 the ministry of defence formally pardoned more than 300 men 

shot for military offences such as desertion and cowardice during World 
War I. 

 
His and the name of Pte George Bowes are presented in a supplementary 

volume the calligraphy work completed by Jilly Hazeldene and bound 
by Dunn & Wilson. The supplementary volume is styled in keeping 

with the original volume and any subsequent names in future will be 
added to this volume.  

 
 
 

The end page contains the fitting reminder  
 

‘See ye to it theses have not died in vain.’ 
 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Had more time been available it might have been better done tho’ Time 
itself might not do justice to the names inscribed.’ 

    
Edward Johnstons’ colophon. 
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